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1. Inaction 
A prrrallelism of S3 = PG(3., 4) is a set 9 of 4*+ 4 + 1 spreads such that, if $I 
and sz are two distinct spreads of 9, then & and s2 do not have a common line. 
If all spreads of 9 are regular we say that g is a regular parallelism of SJ. 
In [3] Bruck studied a amstruction of a projective plane of order 4* +4 using 
a set of parallelisms of S3. When 4>2 the only known parallelisms are tbme 
of Denniston [8] and Beutelspacher [l]; these parallelisms have one regular 
spread and the other 4*+4 subregular of index 1. Thus, with these parallelisms 
we cannot construct a set of parallelisms with the properties required by Bruclk in 
[3_l, because when 4 > 2 there is no parallelism of S, which contains two regular 
spreads. 
In this paper we prove that IFor 4 odd there are no regular parallelisms of S3. 
2.1. A partial t-spread of S, == PG(d, 4) is a set 9’ of t-dimensional subspaces of 
S, such that any point of S, is incident at most with one element of 3’. The set 9’ 
is a t-spread if each point of S, is incident with exactly one element of 9. 
Following Dembowski [7, p. 2201 a t-regulus in S2t+l is a partial t-spread $R 
having 4 +l elements with the properties that if a line meets three distinct 
elements of 9R in a point, then this line meets each member of 9; such a line is 
called a tranmersai line of St. A 1-regulus is one ruling of a nondegenerated 
hyperbolic quadric in S,. A t-spread of S 2t+l is said to be regdar if for any three 
distinct elements of 9 the t-regulus determined by these three t-dimensicqal 
subspaces is contained in 3’. 
2.2. Let S, be embedded as a subgeometry in ST =PG(3,4*). Let cr be the 
unique involutorial collineation of Sg whilch f&s every point of Ss. 
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0. L,wudon 
Let L be a line of S; which con&ins no point of S3. For each such line, L, let 
Y(L) denote the set of all lines, of SB, which meet L. Then 
w [3, Theorem 5.31. Y(L) =sP(L”) is a FeguZar spmd of S,. Every 
regular spread of S, can be repmeated in this. mwmer for-a unique pair of lines L, 
L” of s;. 
23. Given a regular spread ,of :;4 (of S, let Y* be the partial spread of S$ obtained 
by extending the lines of the mgular ‘spread 9. Gall sP* a pseudo-regulus; 
a pseudo-regulus Y’* has the following properties (see [9, Theorem 3.1 and 
CXMU&~J): 
(1) there are exactly two :mutually skew lines L and M of !$z such that any 
element of Y* meets L andi M in a point; such lines will be called the tmmersal 
lines of 9*; 
(2) there are q - l subgeometries 0, = S,, a,, . . . , i&_-l, of S; isomorphic to 
PG(3, q) such that if p is a point of Sf incident with a line of 9* then p belongs to 
exactly one element of the set {L, M, ,ldl, i*. . , d2,&; we will call the subgeomcr- 
ries 821,. . 4 , dJq_.1 the ttmme&zh&gmmetries of 95 
It’s easy to see that if- i# j Then J& n’Oj = 8. 
ZA, We embed S,-PG(7?q) in S’,- 7 PG(7, q2). There is a subspace Sz of ST 
such ,that Sf f7& = $!I 19, Se(:tion 23: . 
‘bRt r be the unique invoiition of “ST which fixes ST pointwise. 
For every point p of S$ let L(p) be *the line of SF incident with p and p’; 
because L(pr = L(p), the line L(p) is a line of S, (i.e. L(p) is incident with 
exactly 4 + 1 points of S$ Let 5?? = {L(p): p E S$}; the set %’ of lines is a l-spread 
of ST; to every line L of 55: is associated 8 set Y?= = (L(p): p E I.} of q2 + 1 lines of 
9 which is a spread of the 3-dimensional subspaces @,, L') r! S, of S,. 
If 0 is a subgeometry of S$ isomorphic to PG(3, q) then {L(p): p E &I} is the set 
of transversal lines, of a 3-regulus 8R of S,; i.e. sl is uniquely determined by a 
3-regulus * of ST such that every transversal line belongs to 2. 
For the proof of these’propemt@s SF [$ Section 2j. 
‘Ibe I-spread Y! will be c&d the linear tepmentation of Sf in S,. 
?5 Let 9 be a t-spread of S 2t+I and A$ B and C three fixed elements of 9. 
There 2 a unique l&ear map 1 of A into B (as vector spaces over GF(q)) such 
that C = {a + a’: Q e:A)j ‘for eve,v member D of 9 distincti from A there is a 
utique bxr map .@) of A into A, such that la = (aJ(Dj -t a’: a E A) (see [S, 
section 103). We po& 
r&(A, B, C; Y) = % =: -[J(D): D E 9, L? # A) 
3.1, tit @ = {27,, sp,, . . . , 9,z,2+q+:L} b e a regular parallelism of SJ. For each i = 
1,2,. ~ . ,4’+ q + 1, let 97 Pr)e the pseudo-regulw of Sz obtained from 9i= we 
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denote by & and Mi the two transversal lines of 9’: and by @j= S3, 
Of’, . . . , @I, the q - I transversal subgeometries of 9:. Let 5 be the set 
!F=(&,Mi,n~‘:i=l,2 ,..., q2+q+1,j=l,2 ,..,, q-l}. 
By definition, 9 contains 2(q2 +q + 1) lines and (q - 2)(q2 +q + 1) + 1 subgedmet- 
ries of St isomorphic to PG(3,q). 
3.2 Learnma. -9 is a partition of ST; i.e. each point of S$ belongs 50 a unique 
element of ZF. 
PN&. Let p be a point of Sg- S,; the line L incident with p and p” is a line of 
S,; there is a spread SpI of 9p such that L ~97; by the properties of a paeudo- 
regulus there is only one element of the set (4, Mjv 62?‘, . . . , @L,} incident with 
Q. Thus each point of St is incident with a member of 9. 
Because 
2(q2+ q + lNq2 + 1) 
. +((q-2)(q2+q+1)+l)(q3+q2+q+l)=q”+q4+q2+l, 
we have that ZF is a partition of Sz. 0 
3.3. Let 5!? be the linear representation of S’s in S, and g the partition of Sz 
associated with the regular parallelism 4p of S3. 
Every line N of s is represented by a 34imensional subspace (N, IV) n S, of 
S, which contains q2+ 1 lines of 9. 
Every subgeometry J2r’ of $ is represented by a 3-regulus 59ji’ of S, such that 
every transversal ine of $i) belongs to .Z. 
Let 9(P) be the set of 3dimensional subspaces 0-S S, which represent the 
elements of s, i.e. a 34imensional subspace A of S, belongs to 5?(g) if and only 
if there is an integer jE{l, 2,. . . , q2+ q + 1) such that one of the following is true; 
(1) A = Wj, L>n S,; 
(2) A =(Mj, Mans,; 
(3) there is an i E (1,2, . . . , q - I} such that A E ei). 
3.4. Lemma. s(9) is a 3-spread (of S,. 
pnoof, The set s(9) contains exactly q4+ 1 subspaces of S,. 
Let A and B be two elements of Z(P). 
If A and B respectively represent two lines L1 and L2 of 4F then A and B are 
skew because if p E A t’7 B then the line N of 9 incident with p is contained in A 
and in 1&; i.e. the lines L1 aud L2 are not skew. 
If A represents a line L1 of S and B is an element of the 3-regulus Nil then 
A n B = fi because if p is a point of A n B, then the line N of 9 incident with p is 
mti&uj in-~A&&r&rmore, hf isI a trarasversal line of gRt(i)* ii,e. L1 and a?’ have a 
common point. : : 
If AE@‘) ‘i”p BE& Ch) then ,4 an0 I3 are skew because t’he subgeometries 82r) 
and adp) coincide or have no point in common.. a 
3& -A F&&mgf&tl-$@ &&+I~~ l~~~rope$:partiai $+xead for which <the& is at 
least one mnjiugate p~-Gal ;r-sprwd 9 such ,t& Wand @<‘have no compnon 
membersaudap&tPof 4; : u+lis:Fna~m~rof~~ansonlyifg~inamennber 
of: B’t rI< - ‘I . 
i\ p& (9, &of switching S& fs a regular pair if dim(A (7 A’) = d- 1 for each 
A E:% :nd Ak9Y where cl> 1. 
LesWaa, zW*-i=:1;2,..;, &q + I, let !%& br! the &set of S(P), which 
rzfpmh@ the ek+enf3 3ftk ^set {I+, I@, ti29’, . . . , @&}; it M&: 
(a) &M! is a #Xiftid 3-~@Wad 9; Of St S&l tltUlt @is 9:) is a R?gUiiar pair Of 
switching set of ST; 
r . 
{b) if if i then 9i nBj=@’ = 9P is Itk 3-regulfa of S, which repwent S,; 
(c) 9(8)=9,U9&* l l iBq1+q,+p 
Pm&. Let e be the partial spreati:of Sg :Lssociated with the regular spread 9i of 
S3 belonging to 9. 
Ikfine 9[ = {(L, LT)n S,: L E 9’f\; it is clear that 5!# is a partial 3-spread of S,; 
moreover, a is a switching, set of ST, such that 93 is a conjugate switching set of 
a:. 
Let be A ~9~ aud A’+;; we suppose that A’ = (L, L’) n S, where L is a line 
of*. 
I 
If A. =(I+, L>nS, then A intersects 4’ in the line joining p and p’, where p is 
the in&section point of L and’ L. Similarly, in the case’ A = (M;, mR S,, the 
subspaces A and A’ have a line in common. 
I,f A is an element of the 3-regulus @) of S,, ,whkh represents he subgeometry 
@I, then L.n* ,il; a line of ,& tie & ((p, p’): p E L r\ hr3 is a set of q + 1 
lines of 9 (the linear re&se&tion of Sb in %,I; each of the lines of this set is 
contained in (L, L’) = PG(3,q’j; because L nd2:) is a sublirie of L isomorphic to 
1-X n), the set {(p, p’): p G L nJd,ciq ,k a regulus of A’ = (L, L”)fW, = PG(3, q) 
[3, Theorerh5.3). Then for ev& el&&t B of q@) the set B n A’ contains q + 1 
@MS, i.e. B rr A’ is a he. This ako holds for B =i A. 
This proves that (@, 9:) is a regular pa& of Git&ing set of S,. o ’ 
Xly construction it is clan that 9~ nqj is the 3-regulus 95 and s(9) = 
9* u l l l U9q2+q+l. cl 
4. Tim q g&J ,‘I 1 
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%%,-*, a,,, such that 
(i) i # j implies that 9i f79j = 59 is a regulus ST; 
(ii) for every i = 1,2,. . . , n, there is a partial 3-spread 9; of S7 such that 
(a$, 9;) is a regular pair of switching set. 
Let A, B and C be three elements of a and Cg = %(A, B, C; 9(S)) the set of 
linear maps of PI into A defined in 2.5. 
For each i = 1,2,. . . , n, let 
Because 
4%. Lemma, T;he set ‘;8 has the following poperties: for each a E F = GF(q) arnd 
for each &YE% it holds cuX=(d)X& (2nd al+XE%. 
proof, By the Theorems 1 and 2 of 1133 (see also [lo& for each i = 1,2, . . . , n, 
the set FBi is a field (with the usual addition and multiplication of linear maps). 
Since 3 is a ~gdus, for each elemjent Df A of S@ there is a scalar a E F 
such that J(D) = d 112, Theorem 11. In view of % = &U l . l u (&n our lemma 
follows. El 
4.3. Lemma. There is a collineation group G of S+ such that 
(1) G is isomorphic to PGL(2, q) and G is a subgroup of PGL(8, q); 
(2) if yeG then W=8@; 
(3) for each i = 1,2, . . . , n, it holds 9$’ = 9i ; this also implies S(g)” = S(9). 
Proof. For every matrix 
with coefficients in GF(q) such that ad -- bcf 0 let y be the collineation of S,, 
which maps the point (x + y”) on the point ((ax + by) + (cx + dyj’). 
The transversal ines of B are all the lines of type 
L(X) = {{a~ + Bx’): a, @ E F, a = O+p# 0}, 
where (x) is a point of A. Thus, for every point (x) E A the colline&on y fixes the 
transversal ine L(x). This implies 9V = 92. 
If XE%? an.3 D=((xX+x’): (~)EA) thlen 
D’ = ((x(aX+ bl)+ (x(cX+ a))‘): (X)E A}; 
by (4.3) it follows: if X E Ws then uX+ bI and CX + CM are elements of Wi as well. 
If cX+dl=O then DY= A; if cX+dl#:O then T=(cX+dl)-‘(aX+bI) is an 
element Of %i ; alSO Dy E Biq. 
4.5, Ix% A’ be the subgroup of F G” isomorphic ~tb‘&.@, q) consUing OP the 
elements y’ such that tjre matrix 
asso&ted with the likar’ma~~ f has determinant 1. Then the cohineation group A 
of S, induced bqr A’ is isoxn~rp~c to psL(2, q). 
mf. Becawe q+ 2, in d’ = SL(2, q) there is an elementary abelian group S of 
order 4 such that all involutions of S xc wnjueate in A‘. Since q is o&l there XC 
no elations of 7r in S9 and also each eiement of S distinct from 1 is a Baer- 
invoh&ion 1141. T&r, G-- NI .each element y’ of S distinct from 1 the collineation y’ 
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